By Jon “Big-O” Mahan
~ Daily Bull ~

The Elite Four this Sunday,
met for the tenth time this
year to go over new laws
that would make them more
powerful. Complaining that
up-and-coming
trainers
could beat them even when
they are drastically out leveled and out-typed, through
a use of a Pokémon meat
shield like Snorlax or Lapras,
and many revives, the Elite
Four has banned the use of
the item ‘Revive’ and ‘Max
Revive’ during fights. The
vote was 3-1, with only Lorelei not voting yes. The bill
has already been met with
some resentment and harsh
words despite its recent introduction and 6 month lag
time before it can take effect.
The breakdown of the bill is
as follows.
First of all, Trainers may only
carry 6 revives when entering the Elite Four battle challenge. This is down from their
previous allowance for revives of `However many you
...see Nurse Joy on back

Sunshine’s Sports Corner
By Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine” Loucks ~ Daily Bull

Let’s talk about sports.
-NCAA MARCH MADNESS! Bouncyball!
Lots and lots of it! In the men’s Division
1 tournament, only four remain: Duke
(the only 1 seed), West Virginia (the
hillbillies… er, Mountaineers), Butler
(talk about a home field
advantage), and Michigan’s very own Michigan
State. That’s right, the
Spartans have done it
again and advanced
to the final four. This
is the sixth time in 12
years they’ve done
this. Geez, might as
well book the hotel
rooms before the season starts.
For those of you with brackets
(and if you don’t have one, shame
on you!), most of your teams are out,
including the “sure thing” teams like
Kentucky and Kansas. Oh well, better
luck next year!
Speaking of NCA A Basketball, our
women’s team played Emporia State this
last week down in St. Joseph, Missouri
(home of the Oregon Trail! I loved that
game in elementary school…). However, it wasn’t all fun and games for the

Lady Huskies, as they fell to the eventual
Division 2 champs, 91-85. Now, I was
at the game. I will complain about refs
now and again, which is funny because
a lot of you know me as a Broomball
Ref. This game was beyond complaint
worthy. It was horridly officiated.
Yes, Emporia State played
hard and scored more
points than we did.
But there were more
phantom traveling
calls than there are
kids in the Brady Bunch.
Some of the Emporia
girls were more thugs
than basketball players and got away with flagrant
elbows and attacks. This was
frustrating to see because if our girls
so much as looked at the ESU girls, we
were called for a foul. Refs are there
to keep order, not completely change
the makeup and results of a game, and
they should be ashamed of themselves.
Of course, you can’t let this final loss
diminish what the Lady Huskies have
done this season. They set numerous
records, both individually and as a team.
...see GOAAAAAAAAAAAAAAL on back

So a priest and a child walk into a bar,
and the bartender calls the Pope...

Monday MAD LIBS

The Daily Bull presents: Monday Mad Libs! Each Monday, we’ll feature Mad Libs for you to fill out an enjoy. Plus, if you fill it out and
think yours is the best and most hilarious, submit it to us at bull@
mtu.edu - we might just feature it in one of our issues!
Here’s how it works: fill in these blanks. Then flip the Bull over to
see a paragraph with missing words - add yours! ta da!
MAD LIB 1: Carny
Adjective:

________________

Classroom: ________________
Plural Noun: ________________
Adjective 2: _______________
Noun: _____________________
Noun 2: ____________________
Adjective 3: _________________
-ing Verb: __________________
Noun 3: ____________________
Verb: ______________________

PIZZA
better than sex...
even good sex!

482-5100

won’t remember. Discount only on pizza and no extra discount
on specials or with a coupon. And no discounts if you piss us off!

Elite Four Passes
New Revive Laws

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like punkin skunk monks.

10%
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“I have come to understand that
one useless man is a disgrace,
two are a law firm, and three or
more are a congress!”
~1776 Musical, John Adams
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straits after their amazing closer, Joe
MAD LIB 1: Carny Brought to you by Jon “Big-O” Mahan
They inspired the campus and com- Nathan, is done for the season due
It was a cold ____________(adj) morning, much like the one today, in ______________(Classroom). All
munity. Thank you, from all of us at to surgery. Also, in a bid to boost atthe Daily Bull (and the Pep band!).
tendance and bolster another sinking
the other ____________(pl n) hurried to their classes, as the ______________(adj2) students took their
ship in Washington, President Obama
seats. What was going to happen today, they all wondered. What would happen, was indeed the
-NHL Playoffs shapwill be throwing out
ing up. Shifting
the first pitch for the
______________(n). As class started, there seemed to be ____________(n2) amiss, as a ________________
gears a little bit,
Nationals this year.
(adj3) bandit ran into the classroom, ____________(pst v) a beer-bong, and yelled “WINTER CARthe teams making
Too bad they can’t
NY, YEAH!”, before _______________ (ing v) out of the room whilst blowing a loud _____________(n3).
the playoffs in the
get a talent bailout
NHL are almost set. Calgary is
as well.
And all through the room, laughter sounded, for Winter Carny had indeed _____________(v).
a longshot, but a choke job
by Colorado or the Kings
-Quick notes. The ... Nurse Joy from front
are numerous hidden rid- Four because of this. They argue that
will get them in. Detroit
NBA’s Nets have can fucking buy.’ Seconders in the bill. Along with they have the right to use whatever
is a lock to continue
avoided becoming ly, Revives shall not be althem is a stipulation to means to defeat the Elite Four that
lowed
to
be
used
during
their ridiculous streak of making the the worst team in history, winning
limit Full Restores, Max Po- they see fit, and these stipulations
a
battle.
One
may
only
replayoffs. The East is a little jumbled, only their 10th game of the season.
tions, and Hyper Potions limit them. If they want to use a Luvive their Pokémon after a
but Washington is going to win that Imagine how it feels to lose to them,
to two times the number gia, they should, if they want to use a
battle has been decided.
division anyways so it doesn’t matter which the Pistons and Spurs have
of Pokémon in your party, revive, they should! And many other
Thirdly, should a trainer
what the seedings are.
recently done. It’s like getting beat be caught using a revive
while leaving 3 times your people agree with them. However,
in arm-wrestling by a cheerleader; in battle, they will lose all
Pokémon for any other the Elite Four stands by its rights.
-MLB Spring Training. Spring training is you might as well kill yourself. Also, their revives, and have to
healing devices that a
almost over. This is that magical time in MMA, Shane Carwin beat the living start at the beginning. If
trainer may have.
We, the Association of the Elite Four
for Determining Upcoming Pokémon
of year when everyone knows where piss out of Frank Mir. I’d update you this happens three times,
Trainers across the nation Masters, or AEFDUPM, stand by our
they’ll be playing and who gets to on WWE stuff, but I’m probably the then the trainer must lose
are revolting and threat- rights to determine the means and
wear the big boy pants and play with only person at Tech that watches it all of their gym badges,
ening to end the Elite ways by which a Pokémon trainer
and
begin
again.
There
the main club. The Twins are in dire (Y2J!!).
may be determined a Pokémon master. Since we have to ability and duty
to assign Upcoming Pokémon Master
to a trainer, it is our duty to make sure
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that said trainer is qualified for their
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Mmmm Mmm. DAYUM those are some nifty ‘Eye’-Patches huh? Get me a pair! I could totally use ‘em for something. Maybe..... perhaps....

Several regions have begun to sue
the Elite Four, among them Sinnoh,
Hoenn, Kanto, and Johto, saying they
have no right to determine what laws
are for the regions branches of the
Elite Four.

